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The first question is from AOi of Tapastic! Loup has no idea why
anyone would be asking about his plans in that department, but it
makes him uncomfortable.

Here's that page from behind Loup and Marlowe's non-canonical
kiss. Make of it what you will. I intend to use it for kindling.

Hey, do you want to pester Loup directly?! Well, now you can! I got turned on to this neat-o
chatbot maker, so now Loup can deflect your questions without me having to even draw him!

(If he ever says anything friendly, assume it's a programming error. It will be fixed post haste.)

You don't need a membership to post a comment!

Human... yeah sure... whatever to feed that self denial of yours.
Those ears say otherwise.

Those ears are just wee bit too sharp to be human... wholly human
anyways.

Maybe he's part Vulcan? ;-)

That's what I should have asked. What would Loup look like dressed
as Mr. Spock? ;-)

That would be a great Halloween for him this year! XD

Loup is 100% Wolfman and 100% human. :D
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I'll take the first 100% as what he is, and the other 100% as what he
thinks he is/dearly wants to be true.
Otherwise there's 200% there, and going 50/50 doesn't make sense
since you used 100% for each.

Hehe, I mean that in this universe, Wolfmen are a subset of humans.
It's not a racial thing, the closest thing to a real-world parallel would
probably be a birth defect.

Ahhhh.... yeah, that sort of thing's useful to know.

Read the entire wall of text and can't stop smiling at turtle taco hat
pin.

Oh, and gosh, Loup. But you have a tail...?!?!?!?!? Gosh darnit,
Roux, how do hoomuns work in your world XDDD (or is this the case of the unreliable
narratorrr)

(Also I spoke to Loup, he was very grumpy and kept trying to leave, and called me insipid)

(My feelings are not hurt of course, I just said 'YOU'RE insipid')

(and then he tried to leave again)

(it was not very satisfying)

(like how I am ending this too-long comment)

XD Turtle taco hat pin is just fun to say.

Haha, YES humans are weird in this world! Loup's not lying or
delusional. He's totally human. :D

Hmmm I'm trying to figure out which conversation was you~ He pretty much calls everyone
insipid and tries to leave so it doesn't narrow it down. D':
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Wait! You mean that Loup/Marlowe fanfic I started writing isn't even based on a canon
plot???

Noooooooooooooo!!!

500 pages of wasted effort.

*opens window, throws self out*

Aaaaaaaaaaaa....

I'm so sorry, KAM, I can understand your disappointment. I'm
thinking of setting up counseling sessions to help readers cope.

Ah man, you got me! XD

Sorry! :')

Ohhhh a human woman? I HAVE A CHANCE! ....I am human >__>
<__<

Lolol

Well, we'll just have to set up a blind date, won't we. X'D
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Oh gosh he's still got that black eye XD Poor Loup, can't even get a
breather without being asked questions!

He's gonna have that thing for awhile! It makes him look 10x more
miserable and I intend to milk it. XD

Yer hair is so cool auugh! I've always wanted curly hair, it's the
cutest. <3 Dude like April Fools jokes are great and all but I want to
know what's going on ahhhh so much is happening! Hope things are
going well with you Roux!

Thank you my love! :') Curly hair can be an unpredictable pain, but I
do kind of enjoy it. XD I always love your hair though, it's adorable.

I did two summary pages before starting this chapter because I
figured there was a lot to keep track of. You'd still have to read this
chapter but it's a bit more straightforward.

Things are going pretty good! I hope all is well with you too! <3
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